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Nanoporous silicon has been emerging as a powerful building block for next-generation sensors, cata-
lysts, transistors, and tissue scaffolds. The capability to design novel devices with desired mechanical
properties is paramount to their reliability and serviceability. In order to bring further resolution to the
highly variable mechanical characteristics of nanoporous silicon, here we perform molecular dynamics
simulations to study the effects of ligament thickness, relative density, and pore geometry/orientation on
the mechanical properties of nanoporous silicon, thereby determining its Young's modulus, ultimate
strength, and toughness as well as the scaling laws versus the features of interior ligaments. Results show
that pore shape and pattern dictate stress accumulation inside the designed structure, leading to the
corresponding failure signature, such as stretching-dominated, bending-dominated, or stochastic failure
signatures, in nanoporous silicon. The nanostructure of the material is also seen to drive or mute size
effects such as “smaller is stronger” and “smaller is ductile”. This investigation provides useful insight
into the behavior of nanoporous silicon and how one might leverage its promising applications.

© 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The design and fabrication of nanoporous materials are hot
topics at the forefront of current materials science. With the
availability of advanced nanoscopic design techniques including
ion etching [1], chemical vapor deposition [2], and atomic manip-
ulation via scanning tunneling electron microscopy [3], tailoring
nanostructures to a specific design is not only possible, but the
fabrication processes to achieve these nanostructures continue to
increase in precision and viability. Nanopores bestow incredible
characteristics upon materials such as high surface-to-volume ra-
tios, increased catalytic power [4], high yield strength [5], and
strain reversibility [6]. These properties make nanoporous mate-
rials ideal for applications in sensing [7], tissue engineering [8], fuel
cell technology [9], and sequestration/filtration [10].

Nature seems to have mastered the design of nanostructured
materials and devices through the iterative processes of natural
selection, for example bone which is hard and strong under
compressive force yet light weight due to its porous structure,
spider silk with a unique combination of high tensile strength,
extensibility, and flexibility that derived from peptide bonds and
simple hydrogen bonds, and the diatom's intricate cell-wall, which
lsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
is a mechanically superb, nanoporous structure composed of
amorphous silica [11] as shown in Fig. 1(a) [12]. The pores in the
diatom's cell-wall create remarkably uniform designs at the
nanoscale ranging from ribs to honeycombs [11]. These designs
have been shown to heavily influence the mechanical properties of
the diatom's cell-wall [13] and represents the larger end of the scale
for np-Si with pore sizes reaching up to ~1500 nm (Fig. 1(b)). At the
smallest end of the scale is MCM-41 (Mobil Composition of Matter
No. 41, a family member of np-Si materials) with nanopores as
small as 2 nm Fig. 1(c) [14], which provides a realistic justification
for our computational model in Section 2. Nanoporous silicon with
pore size range from 2 nm to 1500 nm has been widely used in
industrial applications including the connection of catalytic com-
ponents such as enzymes [15], anodes in lithium ion batteries due
to its high energy density [16], resistive random-access memory in
computers (RRAM) [17], and scaffolding for cell encapsulation and
implantation due to the well-understood saline chemistries as well
as its anisotropic mechanical properties [8]. np-Si has also been
emerging as a fuel in microelectromechanical systems because it is
highly energetic and its rate of energy release is tunable [9], and has
also shown promise as a highly-sensitive ion-selective transistor
owing to its conductivity and very high surface area to volume ratio
[7].

Understanding how the mechanical properties of np-Si may be
altered is important for designing np-Si for the previously stated
applications. For instance, one promising technique in RRAM is
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Fig. 1. (a) Structure of diatoms, showing their porous silica structure (image is
reprinted from Ref. [12] with permission); (b) a TEM picture of np-Si produced via
lithography (image is reprinted from Ref. [23] with permission) (c) TEM photograph of
calcined np-Si known as MCM-41 (image is reprinted from Ref. [14] with permission).
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electromechanical coupling using mechanical strains to induce a
change in themagnetic order of amaterial and is a possible solution
for decreasing the energy needed to store information [17]. The
magnetic order of np-Si in this scenario is dependent on the ab-
solute strain that it is experiencing and therefore the material's
elastic modulus is an important design parameter for sizing the np-
Si and developing np-Si that satisfies the engineering constraints.
In previous studies by Garcia et al. tension studies on nanoporous
silica with a rectangular mesh geometry and constant void volume
between various sized models have been simulated. They found
that the failure mechanism of nanoporous silica is correlated with
relative density and ligament thickness and can change from crack
propagation dominated failure, to failure characterized by the
competition between crack propagation and shear mechanisms,
and even failure fitting the criteria of ductile rupture [18,19]. Garcia
et al. also claim that as ligament size is decreased the ductility of
nanoporous silica increases, its elastic modulus decreases, its
strength decreases, and that its toughness has a complex rela-
tionship with ligament thicknesses below 27 Å [18e20]. These
studies shed light on the nature of the connection between me-
chanical properties of nanoporous silicon and size but by main-
taining a constant void volume while changing the size of
ligaments the relative density must be changed too and so the
observations cannot conclude whether the cause of changes in
mechanical response is due to relative density or size effects. To
further these investigations, we tease apart the effects of relative
density and ligament thickness to make clear how each design
parameter changes the mechanical response of nanoporous silicon
and we also test the effects of pore geometry on the mechanics of
nanoporous silicon as well. To better understand how one might
manipulate the mechanical properties of np-Si via control of its
nanoporous structure, here we computationally model np-Si with
various relative densities, ligament thicknesses, and pore geome-
tries under tensile loadings and discuss the results.
2. Computational models and methods

For this work, molecular dynamics simulations based on the
open-source code LAMMPS are performed in order to investigate
the mechanical behavior of np-Si [21]. Through preliminary stress
simulations (see Fig. S1 in the Supplemental Materials) on bulk
silicon using the environmentally dependent interatomic potential
(EDIP) [22], Stillinger-Weber (SW) Potential [23], and Tersoff po-
tential [24], we found that the Stillinger-Weber potential shows the
best accuracy in bulk modulus and elastic modulus with compari-
son of the experimental data stress-strain curves [25]. Therefore,
we choose the SW potential to perform the relevant MD simula-
tions. The details of SW potential are tabulated as follows:
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where 42 is a two-body term describing the interaction of two
atoms (ex: Si1Si2) and 43 is a three-body term representing the
interaction of three atoms (ex: Si1Si2Si3). The summations in the
formula are over all neighbors J and K of atom i within a cutoff
distance equal to a�s.

Here, models with dimensions 43 nm � 43 nm � 7 nm, inspired
by the thin nanoporous silicon plate shown in Fig. 1(c) [12,14,26],
are used to study the mechanical properties and failure patterns of
np-Si materials. In order to investigate the effect of pore patterns on
the mechanical properties of np-Si, we propose three different pore
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patterns under the same relative density: staggered circles (circles),
staggered horizontal ellipses (H-ellipses, whose major axis is
aligned with the loading direction), and staggered vertical ellipses
(V-ellipses, whose major axis is orthogonal to the loading direc-
tion), as shown in Fig. 2(a) (the elliptical major axes range in size
from 3.5 nm to 34.3 nmwhile the minor axes range from 1.9 nm to
18.2 nm and the circle diameters range from 1.9 nm to 26.1 nm, all
ellipses have an eccentricity ~0.8). Circular and elliptical pores ae
chosen in this study because they are common motifs in manu-
factured/natural materials examples (see examples in Figs. S2eS4
of the Supplemental Materials). Of equal importance to the me-
chanical properties of porous materials is their relationship with
relative density therefore we propose a set of models for each
porous geometry with various relative densities with an example
Fig. 2. (a) np-Si with ligand thicknesses of 3.5 nm (i) Staggered Circles (SC) (ii) Horizont
ligament thicknesses of 3.5 nm and relative densities of (i) 0.313 (ii) 0.495 and (iii) 0.67. (c) H
4.47 nm and (iii) 13.42 nm. Snapshots in row (c) are shown to scale with respect to each o
shown in Fig. 2(b) for H-ellipse np-Si. In addition to pore pattern
and relative density, ligament size has been shown to play an
important role in the mechanical behaviors of other np-materials
such as np-gold [27] and np-aluminum [28], giving us reason to
investigate the effect of ligament size on the mechanical properties
of np-Si as well with representativemodels shown in Fig. 2(c). Here,
models with dimensions of 43nm � 43nm � 7nm, inspired by the
thin, two-dimensional, porous-plate np-Si structures shown in
Fig. 1 [12,14,26], are used to study the mechanical properties and
failure patterns of np-Si materials with constant ligament thickness
and variable relative density as shown in Fig. 2(b). While compu-
tational models used to study effect of ligament size on the me-
chanical properties of np-Si are 7 nm thick in the z-direction with
the x- and y-axes lengths varying from 9.5 nm �9.5 nm to
al Ellipses (H-ellipses) and (iii) Vertical Ellipses (V-ellipses); (b) H-ellipse np-Si with
-ellipse np-Si with relative densities of 0.71 and ligament thicknesses of (i) 1.74 nm (ii)
ther but not with respect to snapshots in rows (a) or (b).
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73 nm � 73 nm shown in Fig. 2(c). For the purpose of clarity, we
define the relative density, r ¼ r*

rb
of the models as the ratio of the

density of the chosen porous model, r*, to the density of the bulk
material, rb. Also, ligament thickness is measured as the average
width of np-Si struts in the xy-plane where adjacent pores are
closest together.

All simulations are performed using the standard velocity-Verlet
time integration with a time step of 1fs. Periodic boundary condi-
tions are applied in the x, y, and z directions in order to mimic a
specimen with an infinite size. Meanwhile, from the viewpoint of
computational modeling in order to avoid the self-interaction
among atoms due to the periodic boundary condition while
Fig. 3. Frame by frame failure of np-Si having different pore geometries/orientations. Mode
0 0] direction. (a) Np-Si with staggered circular pores (row (i) strain of 0.11). (b) Np-si with H
strain of 0.16). Snapshots begin at peak stress/strain and end when stress reached zero.
preserving computational efficiency, we choose the model with
7 nm thick in the z-direction. At the beginning of each simulation
an energy minimization based on the conjugate gradients method
is imposed on the np-Si models. During the energy minimization
process the boundaries of the np-Si models are allowed to expand
or contract freely and afterwards a canonical isothermal-isochoric
ensemble (NVT) using a Nose-Hoover thermostat is performed for
25 picoseconds to thermally equilibrate the np-Si. In order to
mitigate the initial residual stresses in the np-Si model, an
isothermal-isobaric ensemble (NPT) is invoked for another 25 pi-
coseconds. Following the energy minimization and thermal/baric
equilibrations we apply a tensile load to the np-Si model with a
ls are loaded in the [1 0 0] direction and atoms are colored by per atom stress in the [1
-ellipse pore geometry (row (i) strain of 0.13). (c) Np-Si with V-ellipse geometry (row (i)
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strain rate of 0.05/ns in the [10 0] direction. All visualizations of the
models are constructed from the OVITO software [29]. For stress
analysis, here two types of stress are used: one is the overall stress
or average stress with a unit of GPa which is used to present the
stress-strain relationship; the other is per-atom stress with a unit of
GPa � nm3 which is used to present the stress distribution inside
the model.

3. Results and discussions

We now analyze the effects of pore geometry, relative density,
and ligament diameter on the mechanical properties of np-Si. Bulk
silicon is inherently brittle and has a modest strength, np-Si may
tend to be brittle and not impressively strong however the behavior
of the np-Si material is strongly influenced by its nanoscopic ge-
ometry and fits into viable strength to weight ratio ranges for
electrical engineering [16], tissue engineering [8], and chemical
engineering applications [17].

3.1. Effects of pore designs on stress concentration and material
failure

In relevant studies, pore design is shown to affect the me-
chanical behaviors such as stiffness, strength, and recoverability of
porous materials including porous polymers [30], hydroxyapatite
bioceramics [31], and aluminum oxide ceramics [32]. However,
there are few reports on using pore design in np-Si to achieve a
specific mechanical property. Therefore, it is interesting to look into
the effect of pore geometry on np-Si materials by means of
computational modeling. Fig. 3 here shows a side by side com-
parison of three np-Si models (staggered circles, H-ellipses, and
Fig. 4. Snapshots corresponding to Fig. 3 row (i), where only atoms experiencing a per atom
Np-Si (c) C-Ellipse Np-Si (d) histogram showing the percentage of atoms experiencing a pe
V-ellipses) with different relative densities but the same ligament
thicknesses of d¼ 3.5 nm. All models are colored by per atom stress
in the loading direction [10 0] and each color gradient has the same
range (0e0.35 GPa � nm3). The first row in Fig. 3 shows the stress
concentration and distribution in each model at its peak loading
capacity without any damage inside the structure. The proceeding
snapshots capture the failure of eachmodel and show that each np-
Si design experiences ligament failure initiated by competing
mechanisms, shearing and crack propagation, and completed by
ligaments necking to ductile rupture. The distribution and con-
centration of stress for each atom within each structure can be
observed further in Fig. 4(a)e(c), where each model is pictured at
the same loading (848.2 nN) and only atoms experiencing a per
atom stress over 0.35 GPa � nm3 are shown. With the ligament
thickness and strain rate being kept fixed, pore geometry becomes
the major design variable and Fig. 4 clearly shows that the me-
chanical behavior of np-Si with H-ellipses allows stresses to
distribute evenly throughout the structure (Fig. 4(b)) with a low
average per atom stress of 0.158 GPa � nm3 (obtained from the
stress distribution curve Fig. 4(d)). With per atom stresses being
distributed evenly and remaining comparatively low, np-Si with H-
ellipses shows great strength and a high elastic modulus with
respect to the other two models as shown in Table 1. Once pore
geometry is changed to staggered circles, stresses become more
concentrated within the structure raising the average per atom
stress to 0.176 GPa � nm3. With the average stress climbing (driven
by the number of atoms able to carry large stresses falling) the
elastic modulus and strength of np-Si are effectively lowered. The
concentration of stresses increases further after changing the
orientation of the elliptical pattern from H-ellipses to V-ellipses.
The stresses in the V-ellipse np-Si are highly concentrated; the
stress of 0.35Gpa � nm3 or higher are shown. (a) Staggered circles Np-Si (b) H-Ellipse
r atom stress between 0 and 0.5Gpa � nm3.



Table 1
Comparison of mechanical properties for np-Si with different pore geometry.

Pore Geometry Young's Modulus (GPa) Ultimate Strength (GPa) Toughness (MJ/m3)

H-ellipses 67.8 7.4 557.8
Staggered circles 58.7 5.6 336.4
V-ellipses 25.0 4.2 453.4
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average per atom stress reaches 0.183 GPa � nm3 within this
structure resulting in a further decrease of ultimate strength and
elastic modulus. Fig. S5 in the Supplemental Materials shows that
there is no consistent pattern for the stress-strain relationship
among these three different geometries even if stress is normalized
by density of the samples.

An overview of the effect of pore geometry on the mechanical
properties can be seen in Table 1 where several mechanical prop-
erties of np-Si models with ligament thicknesses of 3.5 nm are
shown. From it can be noticed that how Young's modulus, ultimate
strength and toughness of np-Si are dramatically affected by
changing the pore geometry and pore orientation, while keeping
ligament size unchanged. For example, the H-ellipse np-Si can have
an elastic modulus that is slightly greater than staggered circle np-
Si, 1.2 times greater, but much greater than V-ellipse np-Si at 2.7
times. In contrary, although strength and elastic modulus are the
lowest in np-Si with V-ellipses, it has a toughness that is higher
than that of np-Si with staggered circles showing that changing the
nanostructure does not always induce a monotonic increase or
decrease in all mechanical properties; in fact this can be used to
tune materials for specific functions.
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3.2. Effects of relative density

The mechanical properties and scaling laws of macroporous
materials and np-materials have been shown to be dependent on
pore geometry [30,31], ligament thickness [33,34], relative density
[34,35], and grain size [36e38]. Experimental and computational
studies also reveal that strength and elastic moduli of np-materials
scale differently thanmicroporous andmacroporousmaterials with
respect to relative density [34,35,39]. Fig. 5 shows the uniaxial
stress-strain curves for np-Si structures with constant ligament
diameters but variable relative densities. Upon the initiation of
deformation, the stress builds up linearly until the material yields.
After reaching the ultimate strength, su, the stress decreases with
increasing strain as the material's ligaments begin to tear and
rupture. The elastic modulus E, the ultimate strength su, and the
toughness k of a given np-Si model are measured from the stress-
strain curves and used to develop scaling laws.

The deformation of cellular solids can be dominated by bending
or stretching; the failure regime is dictated by the geometry of the
lattice and its connectivity. The strength and elastic modulus of an
ideal stretching-dominated structure scale linearly with relative
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density E � r and su � r [40] while bending-dominated and
stochastic architectures scale as E � r2 and E � r3 respectively
[41]. The yield strength and modulus of 3D open-cell bending
dominated structures, such as honeycombs or octahedral lattices,
scale as su ¼ 0:3sbr

1:5 and E ¼ Ebr
2 [42,43]. np-Si silicon with H-

ellipse pores behaves as a marginally stretching-dominated struc-
ture with its young's modulus scaling as E f r1:5 and strength
scaling as su f r1:5 (Fig. 6(a) and (b)). The stretching-dominated
signature provides np-Si with the highest values of stiffness,
strength, and toughness toweight ratios of all models and complete
failure of the structure happens at a strain of ~0.15 for all relative
densities and ligament thicknesses. The architecture of H-ellipse
np-Si is accompanied with a highly engaged structure where stress
disseminates evenly under tension. In the generic Equations (4) and
(5) the proportionality constant C1 is less than 1 at a nominal value
of 0.92 and the proportionality constant C2 is greater than 0.3 at a
nominal value of 0.39 for the H-ellipse np-Si.

E ¼ EbC1r
n (4)

su ¼ sbC2r
n (5)

np-Si with staggered circular pores exhibits a bending-dominated
failure scaling signature with Young's modulus scaling as E f r2

and strength scaling as suf r2. In this regime, np-Si's strength,
stiffness, and toughness are lowered from that of H-ellipse np-Si by
13.42%, 24.32%, and 39.7% respectively and the strain at failure is
lowered to between 0.10 and 0.14 (Fig. 5(a)) depending on relative
density and ligament thickness. Structurally, the staggered circle
pore geometry carries stress fairly evenly under tension in the
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fitted by a scaling curve. Ligament thickness ¼ 3.5 nm.
[1 0 0] direction. In the generic Equations (4) and (5) the propor-
tionality constants C1 and C2 for np-Si with staggered circles are
calculated to be 0.91 and 0.32 respectively. np-Si with V-ellipse
pores is found to behave as a stochastic structure with young's
modulus scaling as E f r2:5 and strength scaling as su f r1:5. The
strength and stiffness to weight ratios of the V-ellipse np-Si are
lower than both the H-ellipse models and staggered circles models.
However, the toughness is higher than that of the staggered circles
np-Si due to a very large strain at failure, between 0.17 and 0.25. The
constants C1 and C2 for np-Si with V-ellipses are calculated to be
0.51 and 0.21 respectively, which is very low compared to the other
models tested here. An Ashby plot in terms of stiffness andmaterial
density is provided in Fig. 7 to show the comparison between the
designed np-Si and known materials. The V-ellipse and H-ellipse
np-Si data represent the minimum and maximum values of stiff-
ness from our simulations, with H-ellipse np-Si about twice as stiff
as V-ellipse np-Si at high densities. Though, due to H-ellipse np-Si
scaling more ideally than V-ellipse np-Si it is ~10 times stiffer at a
relative density of 0.3 and predicted to be ~100 times stiffer at ul-
tralight relative densities of r � 0:01. H-ellipse np-Si scales into a
new niche in material property space at densities below 90 kg/m3

or r ¼ 0:04 while other np-Si models scale into the existing foam
material property space at very low densities.

Toughness (k) is taken as the area under the stress strain curves
(Fig. 5) from zero strain until ultimate strain at failure and describes
how much energy the np-Si models absorb during a full stretch to
failure. Models are found to scale as k � r1:5 for both H-ellipse and
V-ellipse np-Si and k � r2:6 for staggered circles np-Si (Fig. 6(c)).
Scaling constants, C3 in Equation (6), are found to be very low ~0.1
for each model.
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k ¼ kbC3r
n (6)

Interestingly, toughness, stiffness, and strength in np-Si are
found to be uncoupled each other such that a stronger, stiffer model
may not be tougher than its weaker, less stiff counterpart or a
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Fig. 8. Stress-strain relationship of np-Si versus the ligament size under the same relative
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stronger, tougher model may not be as stiff as its weaker, less tough
counterpart. For example, as seen in Fig. 6, staggered circle np-Si is
stiffer than V-ellipse np-Si for all relative densities, is stronger than
V-ellipse np-Si for relative densities greater than 0.44, and is not as
tough as V-ellipse np-Si for any relative density below 0.96.
3.3. Effect of ligament thickness

At nanoscale materials usually exhibit size effects such as
“smaller is weaker” in nanocrystalline metals [44], “smaller is
ductile” in metallic glasses and ceramics [45], and “smaller is
stronger” in monocrystalline metals [5,27,34,46]. Although the
Young's modulus has not been shown, to the best of our knowledge,
to be correlated with ligament thickness, strength and toughness
have been seen to scale with ligament thickness as a power rela-
tionship i.e. Z(d) ~ cdn, where Z may represent ultimate strength or
toughness, c and n are experimentally determined coefficients, and
d is the ligament thickness. No strong, nonlinear curves are found in
our data which covers the ligament thickness range of
1.7376 nme13.423 nm and so we plot our scaling laws for the
Young's modulus, ultimate strength, and toughness of np-Si line-
arly as Z(d) ¼ bd þ c.

Young's modulus, ultimate strength, and toughness are calcu-
lated from the stress-strain curves in Fig. 8 and plotted in Fig. 9aec.
The linear region of each stress-strain curve is taken to measure the
Young's modulus, the peak of each curve is taken as the ultimate
strength, and the area under each curve from zero strain until the
strain at failure is taken as the toughness. Interestingly, H-ellipse
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Fig. 9. Semi-empirical correlations of materials properties versus the ligament size: (a) elastic modulus; (b) ultimate strength; (c) toughness. (d) strain at ultimate stress/failure as a
function of ligament thickness. Relative density is around 0.71.
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np-Si behaves unlike staggered circles np-Si and V-ellipse np-Si for
all three attributes (strength, toughness, and ductility) with respect
to ligament thickness. In the case of np-Si with V-ellipses and
staggered circles the relationships “smaller is stronger” and
“smaller is ductile” are observed. Under constant relative density,
our simulations predict that np-Si with V-ellipses gains 170 MPa in
ultimate strength for every nanometer that the average ligament
thickness is reduced and np-Si with staggered circular pores gains
105 MPa per nanometer reduction in ligament thickness. However,
the simulations show that np-Si can lose ~100 MPa in ultimate
strength for every nanometer that the average ligament thickness is
reduced if the pore geometry is changed to H-ellipse np-Si. As
ligament diameter approaches zero the strain at failure for V-ellipse
np-Si approaches 0.227 while the strain at failure for staggered
circles approaches 0.149. However, in the case of H-ellipse np-Si
smaller is neither stronger nor more ductile. Strength decreases
as ligament thickness decreases and ductility does not change very
obviously as ligament thickness changes. In sum, from Fig. 9 it is
clear to show that size effects exist for ultimate strength, tough-
ness, and ultimate strain while for the Young's modulus the size
effect can be negligible.
4. Conclusions

Our observations show that the scaling laws of np-Si are
dependent on pore geometry, pore orientation, relative density,
and ligament thickness. Changing pore geometry and pore orien-
tation can affect the stress distribution within the np-Si structures
by increasing or decreasing the number of atoms available to carry
the load; this in turn directly leads to changes in the mechanical
properties of np-Si. Decreasing relative density results in de-
creases in all mechanical properties where: Young's modulus
scales as E f rn with n ranging from an almost stretching-
dominated signature of 1.5 to a stochastic signature of 2.5,
strength scales as su f rn with n ranging from 1.5 to 2, and
toughness scales as k f rn with n ranging from 1.5 to 2.6. Tough-
ness in np-Si is found to be uncoupled from Young's modulus and
strength such that a stronger, stiffer model may not be tougher
than its weaker, less stiff counterpart. Our findings also show that
ligament thickness plays a negligible effect on the Young's
modulus of np-Si in the range of 1.7 nme13.4 nm; however trends
are strong enough to report for ultimate strength, toughness, and
ductility. Size effects are not consistent for np-Si models with
different nanostructures: np-Si with staggered circular pores and
vertical elliptical pores become stronger and more ductile as lig-
ament thickness decreases while np-Si with horizontal elliptical
pores becomes weaker as ligament thickness decreases and shows
no discernable change in ductility as ligament thickness changes.
These results promise much for the design of nanoporous silicon
structures with tunable, desirable mechanical properties stem-
ming from their nanoscopic structure, paving the way for a new
class of porous materials.
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